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1. Let G1 and be locally compact abelian groups, let be a closed ideal
in the group algebra L(), and let T be a homomorphism of the ideal into
the algebra M() of bounded and regular Borel measures on . The pur-
pose of this paper is to show that when -< 1, then T must come from
an affine transformation of the dual group r= of into the dual group F of,. When LI(), this is known and is due to Helson IS]. Helson
assumes also that T is an isomorphism onto L()., but with a certain modi-
fication his argument works without this additional assumption. That Y
comes from an affine transformation when L() and -< 1 is also
a corollary of the deep result of Cohen [1], [4, ch. 4] hat every homomorphism
of L ((7) into M(G,) comes from a piecewise affine transformation of r into
F1. Although our extension of Helson’s theorem is very modest and the
proof we offer is not difficult, it does not seem to be possible to obtain this
extension from either the results or the arguments of Helson and Cohen.

Let A be the open set of x in r such that (x) 0 for some / in , where
is the Fourier transform of/. Then A can be identified with the maximal

ideal space of . Each x in A defines a nontrivial complex homomorphsm
of whose value at / in is (x), and every such homomorphism of is ob-
tained in this way. 1V[oreover, separates points on A as J contains every
f in L(G) such that the support of is contained in A [4, p. 161], and the
topology of A as a subspace of r is the same as the topology induced on
A by the functions inJ. Let A be the open set of x in F= such
that (Tf)^(x) 0 for some f in J, where (Tf) is the Fourier-Stieltjes trans-
form of the measure Tf. Each x in A. defines a nontrivial complex homo-
morphism of J whose value at f in J is (Tf)^(x), and therefore there is (x)
in A1 such that (Tf) (;) ]((x) ). The map from A2 into A1 defined
in this way is continuous and we have for f in J,

Tf) 0 on

(Tf) ](9) on A2.

Let Z2 be the coset in F2 generated by X.o. A map r from 2 into F1 is said
to be affine if

(-) ()()()-
for all =,/, , in E2. Because the norm of a multiplicative linear functional
on J is 1, we always have IIT >- 1 (unless T 0, and we will always as-
sume T 0). We will show"
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THEOREM 1. Suppose T 1. Then there is an ane transformation
r from . into F1 such that q is the restriction of r to 52 and such that r( 2\A2) is
contained in

The afline transformation r induces a homomorphism S of M(G) into
M(G.) such that

(s)^ 0 on

()^ () on z
and S 1 [4, p. 79]. Therefore we have as a corollary of Theorem 1:

THEOREM 2. Every homomorphism with norm 1 of an ideal in L(G1) into
M(G2) can be extended to a homomorphism with norm 1 of M(G) into M(G2).

Although a homomorphism of LI(G) must come from a piecewise affine
transformation of the dual groups, this is not true when J is smaller than
LI(G), and some additional condition, such as IIT 1, is necessary to
know that T comes from an affine or even a piecewise affine transformation
of the dual groups. To give an example, let G1 and G2 be compact, let A be
a Sidon set in F, and let J be the ideal of allf in Li(G1) with ] 0 on F\A1.
Then J is contained in L2(G) [4, p. 128], and all maps from sets in F. into
A that are one-one induce homomorphisms of J into LI(G).

2. We will show that Theorem 1 is true when G and G are compact, and
then use an idea of Cohen’s [1] to remove this restriction. The argument
that we will give for compact groups is similar in some ways to one given in
[2]. Assume then that G and G are compact, J is a closed ideal in L(G1),
and T is a homomorphism of J into M(G2) with T 1. Haar measure
on Gk will be denoted by ak (k 1, 2). Haar measures on compact groups
will always be such that the measure of the group is 1. We wish to point
out that assuming al G 1 is not an additional assumption about T.

LEMMA 1. Let , X, belong to FI and bl, b,, to F. Suppose
that for all complex numbers c c,

(1) f
_

Ck Xk
k=ffil

Then both sides of (1) are the same for all choices of cl c,,.

Proof. Replace ck in (1) by c eik. Reversing the order of integration in
2" 2-

f0 f0 J eic X d,dx dx,
k-l

shows that this integral is

k----1
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Therefore both sides of (1) as continuous functions of (xl, xn) have the
same mean value over the n-torus, and thus are the same.

There is a closed subgroup H in G2 such that the range of T is contained in
LI(H). Because G1 is compact, A1 is contained in J and J is the closed linear
span of /1. Let xin Al be such that Tx 0. Asx is an idempotent in
J, Tx is an idempotent in M(G2). Moreover

Tx <_ f x do’l 1,

and thus Tx / where b belongs to F. and/ is Haar measure on a closed
subgroup H of G2 [4, p. 62]. We will show that H does not depend on x.
To this end let x in 51 be such that Tx 0 (] 1, 2). Then Tx h

where belongs to F2 and/ is Haar measure on a closed subgroup H of G2.
Let H H1 n H..
Suppose H has infinite index in either H1 or H.. Then #1 and/, are mu-

tually singular and
1 /1 + 2 /2 2.

On the other hand

and so

This in turn implies Ix1 + xl 2 and therefore xl x. But
now H1 H2, and this contradicts the infinite index assumption.
We hve sho that H must hve finite index in both H nd H. Let

m + 1 be the index of H in H nd n + 1 the index of H in H, and let be
Har mesure on H. Then, s the trce of on H is /(m + 1 nd the trce
of 2 on H is /(n + 1), c, , + c= is given by

(2) f cl(m+l)+c/(n+l)d,+[om/(m+l)+lcn/(n+l)

and therdore (2) does not exceed

On the other hnd (3) does not exceed

f c x,/( + + c x/( + d+ c m(m + + c n( + ),

nd thus the integral in (2) does not exceed the integral in (4) for 11 complex
numbers c nd c. Then both integrals are the sme (Lemm 1 with G re-
placed by H), nd therefore (3) and (4) re the sme. This in turn implies
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+
for all c and c, and this is possible only if m n 0.
We have shown that there is a closed subgroup H of G such that the range

of T is contained in L(H). Because of the homomorphism of F onto the
dual group of H obtained by restricting F to H, we can and will assume that
T takes J into L(G). Let H be the set of x in A such that Tx 0. Then
TH is contained in F, and because the Fourier transform of a character is
the characteristic function of the character, T takes H in a one-one way onto
A and T- on A. To show that can be extended to an affine trans-
formation of Z into r, we can and will assume that A and A contain the
identities of F and r and that these identities correspond with respect to. Then becomes the subgroup generated by A, and our problem is to
show that can be extended to a group homomorphism r of into r and
that (ZA) is contained in
T carries P(H), the linear span of H, onto the linear span of A, and when

f is in P(H)

Therefore (Lemm 1) boh sides of () re he sme. Le f be in P().
Then

(6) f l + zTfl f l +zfid  
for all complex numbers z since T(1 + g) 1 + zTf. As f is a bounded
function on G, when ]z[ is sufficiently small

and the integral on the right side of (6) is given by

s(7) o z 2k f ]k dq.

Also, as Tf is a bounded function on G:, when ]z] is sufficiently small the
integral on the left side of (6) is given by (7) with f replaced by Tf and a re-
placed by a. Because these two series are the same when z is small,
they must have the same coefficients, and we find

(8) f rf) ( z)

for all nonnegative imegers j and k. Let, f be in P(H), and replace
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f in (8) by zlfl d- d z, f, and Tf by zl Tfl d- -[- Zn Tfr,. Both sides
of (8) are now polynomials in z, zn, 1, n, and we find by identi-
lying coefficients that

f Tf)1

(9)

for all nonnegative integers j j, kl k,,
characters in IIx and let k, k be any integers.

f I(Tx) .1 (Txn)*

and therefore

Now let x, xn be
Then because of (9)

(Txl)* (Txn) 1 on G2
if and only if

X X" 1 on al.

This shows that can be extended to a group isomorphism of Z onto where
Z is the subgroup of F generated by H. There remains to show that
(ZA) is contained in FA, and this amounts to showing that

Suppose f is in P() and g is in P(AH). Then

since T 0 and

Suppose in addigion gheg f 0 on G. hen

(10) ff-fOd 0

as the function

of the real variable has a minimum at 0 and the derivative of this fune-
tionatt Ois
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Dropping the assumption that f 0 on G1 and replacing f in (10) by 1 -f- zf
we have when [z] is sufficiently small

f ll / zf I-1(1 -4- zf)O dal- O.

Also when z] is sufficiently small

I1 q-zf1-1- Z -j,k>0

and
1 q- zfl-l(1 -4- zf) ",,>o c, zf

where none of the c.k are 0. Therefore

Cjk Z k

when]z] is small, nd we find that

(11 f f] da, 0

for aft nonnegative integers j and k. Replacingf in (11) by zlf + + z f,
we find that

fJ f] f dz 0

for f, f in P(H), g in P(AH), and all nonnegative integers j,
jn, kl, kn This shows that no character in AHx canbelong to the group
generated by H, and this completes the proof of Threm 1 when G and G:
are compact.

3. We will now drop the assumption that G1 and G. are compact and
imitate Cohen [1], [4, p. 85] to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Let (k be
the Bohr compactification of G. The dual group of (1 is F1 with the discrete
topology and so associated with the set A1 is another ideal J that consists of
all f in L (1) with 0 on F\AI. What is true is that the map from
A2 into hl induces a homomorphism S of J into M() with norm 1 such that

(12)
Sf)" 0 on

(Sf)"

Let z be ttaar measure on

LEMMA 2. Let A be an open set in F1, let

(13) f
where the xk are distinct characters in A, and let > O. Then there is g in
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LI(Gi) such that has compact support contained in A, O(k) ck (k 1,
n) and

Proof. For each compact neighborhood N of the identity in I’. choose a
nonnegative function g in L(G) such that (1) 1 and 0 on rkN.
The net of positive measures g da converges in the weak star topology of
M(0) to the Haar measure of , and therefore there is a compact neighbor-
hood N’ such that N contained in N’ implies

Choose N contained in N’ such that for k 1, n the sets x N are pair-
wise disjoint and x, N is contained in A. Then the function g fg will
have the desired properties as

Let f be in P(&), the linear span of &, and define a linear functional L on
P(r,) by

L(F) = P(x)((x) ).

With f given by (la), let be the open set in F obtained by removing from
the finitdy many points of the form (x) where x is in a=, (x) # 0, and

(x) # x, (k 1,...,n). Now choose g as in Lemma 2. Then

L(F) , P(x)i((x) ).

As has compact support contained in 5, g belongs to J, and ’therefore

L(E) P(x)(a)(x) f (-,)
and this shows that

Thus L is a bounded liner functional on P(r) with norm not exceeding the
L() norm of L and therefore there h a measure in M(,) with

and

L(F) J F(-x) d,,(x).

The definition of L shows that 0 on r\x,, and ]() on A, and thus
there is a homomorphism S of ? into M(O) with norm 1 given by (12).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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